GMPL Exercises – Instructions

1 Submitting your GMPL code on Google Drive

- Go to the following URL: https://drive.google.com/a/usna.edu
- Click on Shared with me in the left pane
- You should now see your SA305 submission folder in the right pane
  - It should be named SA305 Lastname, Firstname
  - Don’t rename this folder, since it renames it for me as well! I need to be able to reliably figure out which folder is yours.
- You can create a new subfolder by clicking CREATE at the top of the left pane
- You can upload files using the upload button (next to CREATE in the left pane) or by drag-and-drop
- For each GMPL exercise:
  - Create a new folder at the top level of your submission folder
  - Name the folder after the GMPL exercise problem number: e.g. 2.3
  - Also, name your files after the GMPL exercise problem number: e.g. 2.3.mod, 2.3.dat
  - Upload your files into the folder
  - When resubmitting, rename your old submissions: e.g. rename 2.3.mod as OLD 1 2.3.mod
- For example, after submitting exercises 2.3, 2.10, and 2.11, the top level of your submission folder should look like this:
● After submitting 3 attempts for exercise 2.3, your 2.3 folder should look like this:

OLD 1 2.3.mod would be your first attempt, OLD 2 2.3.mod would be your second attempt, and 2.3.mod would be your current attempt.

● This naming and organization scheme lets me quickly give you feedback on GMPL exercises. This scheme will be strictly enforced!

2 Grading and feedback

● On your graded quizzes, you will also receive feedback on how you’re doing on the GMPL exercises assigned so far.

● As the course policy statement says: the 5% of your course grade allocated to GMPL exercises is “all or nothing” – you must submit correct solutions for all GMPL exercises to get that 5%, otherwise, you get 0%.

● You may submit as many attempts as necessary. Remember to follow the naming scheme described above.